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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0445417A2] In a motor-vehicle door stop which consists of a holder housing and of a door-holding rod passing through the latter and
equipped with braking and catching marks and in which the holder housing receives two brake bodies, which are each formed by a rolling body
mounted in a plastic holder and which interact with the braking or catching marks of the door-holding rod, on the one hand in a holder arranged
fixedly in the holder housing and on the other hand in a holder arranged in the holder housing so as to be pivotable counter to a spring load
essentially transversely relative to the plane of movement of the door-holding rod, in order to improve the mode of action of the door stop the pivot-
bearing axis of the pivotably movable holder is arranged at a distance from its axis of rotation corresponding to a multiple of the diameter of the
brake body or brake bodies, and the pivotably movable holder is suspended on a bearing axle arranged fixedly in the holder housing and is loaded
by a metal spring, the loading spring assigned to this engaging on the pivotable holder tangentially relative to the circumference of the brake body
mounted in it. <IMAGE>
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